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This is the fifth presentation in the Apologetics presentation series. The purpose of this series is to prepare our
kids and youth to survive the vicious attack on Christianity and God in all the education and media system. We
will post a new presentation every 2-3 weeks. Look for subjects as:
Did Science Kill God? (posted)
Where are we Heading (posted)
Big Bang or smoke screen (posted)
Creation antagonists witness (posted)
Evolution or delusion (current)
Evolution Plight
It is Young World After all
Lies into Facts – Grand Canyon
Reclaiming Culture
Satanic Aluminate – Doctrine that Damned America
Scientific facts in The Bible
Six days Creation
The Trojan of Deep Time

Iron Clad Evidence
Humanoid- Myth or Truth
The Incredible Design of the Human Body
The Amazing Created Human Brain (current)
The Amazing Created Human Heart
The Amazing Created Human Respiratory System
The Amazing Created Human Digestive System
The Amazing Created Human DNA
The Amazing Created Human Ear
The Amazing Created Human Eye
The Amazing Created Human Reproduction Process
Intelligent Design
A Scientific Dissent from Darwinism
11/15/2019

WHY THIS SERIES?
The purpose of this series is to teach Apologetics to our people. It is very important that we equip our self by the right information about the existence of God & the
authenticity and infallibility of His book all with evidence from science. This kind of education has never been so badly needed as it is now for our kids and youth
survive the vicious attacks on the Bible and God in all walks of life, be it school system, media, press, books, museums, colleges, social, entertainment, …etc. This
vicious attack, although as old as creation itself, it increased during the enlightenment age but it sky-rocketed since the 1970’s. The root cause of all this attacks
unquestionably is the evolution theory which replaced the godly creation by godless one and therefor there is no need for a God with all the moral and legal
responsibility to submit to His authority and commands and not living sinful life.
This series will have sections refuting evolution be it cosmic, chemical, astronomical, organic, and biological. Other sections discussing all-or-nothing complex
systems that are impossible to explain through bit-by-bit random evolutionary processes as incredible examples of God's handiwork in His creation.
A handful of self-proclaimed scientists were used by the devil some two and a half centuries ago to plant and grow the most obvious and destructive lie since the
devil asked Eve in Genesis 3:1 “Has God indeed said ...”: Evolution, which asks “Did God indeed create ...”. He never stopped using countless scientists nurturing
the same lie since then.
For instance, despite superficial evidence, the theory of evolution has hijacked all scientific disciplines, uprooting centuries of science, logic, and philosophic
paradigms, giving birth to fascism, racism, totalitarianism, and world demagogues who have dragged humanity into two world wars at the expense of more than 100
million lives and trillions of dollars of economic loss. This lie has sprouted atheism, moral bankruptcy, the decline of family values, violence, etc. Despite vast
advancements in science that clearly debunk the theory of evolution and that the earth is millions of years old such as Mitochondrial Eve, Y-Chromosome Adam,
mutation entropy, etc., the disciples of evolutionary theory dig their heels in the ground and hold fast to their beliefs.
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EVOLUTION 1:1

IF YOU’RE 4-94 AND YOUR EDUCATION PK TO PD COME FIND FOR YOURSELF “WHERE ARE WE
HEADING & WHY”, VERY SOONE EVERY SUNDAY 6:30 PM, BRING A FRIEND WITH YOU

How Evolution Took Over Science - The Evolution to Evolution
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DID YOU HEAR THIS ONE?
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FEW NOTES FIRST
• Evolution is nothing new or Darwin’s own invention, for example ancient
Egyptians believed frogs came out of Nile mud literally”.
• Darwin, and all who jumped on the band wagon, could and will never
provide proof for their claims.
• Since more than half a century many evolution gurus “slip tongued”
statements revealing the deep underground distrust in evolution between
many of its apostles (see “Creation antagonists witness” (posted), #4 of this series).

• Mutation entropy works colossally against evolution in ratio 1077 : 1 (all seen
universe contains 1080 particles only, just to imagine how ginormous the bad
mutations are relative to good ones).
• Next is a list sample of scientists who dissent from evolution.

“SCIENTIFIC DISSENT
FROM DARWINISM” LIST:
THE TIP OF AN ICEBERG
• “Scientific Dissent from Darwinism” List: The Tip of an Iceberg | Evolution
News
• https://dissentfromdarwin.org/
• https://www.discovery.org/m/2019/02/A-Scientific-Dissent-from-DarwinismList-020419.pdf
• More than 1,000 scientists sign ‘dissent from Darwinism’ statement

More details later.
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SAMPLES OF THE LIST

https://dissentfromdarwin.org/
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First Page

First Page

SAMPLES OF THE “A” LIST

All Pages
https://dissentfromdarwin.org/

Cove Page
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WHEN WRONG BECOMES RIGHT
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“Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil; Who put darkness for light, and light
for darkness; Who put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!” Isaiah 5:20

REASONS WHY EVOLUTION
IS DELUSION
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• IT IS NOT EVEN QUALIFIED AS A THEORY.
• MODERN DAY SATAN’S DECEIT “…AND HE SAID UNTO THE WOMAN,
YEA, HATH GOD SAID, YE SHALL NOT EAT OF EVERY TREE OF THE
GARDEN?” GENESIS 3:1
• AS TWIN SISTER, BILLIONS OLD UNIVERSE, EVOLUTION IS UNPROVEN AND
UNPROVABLE.
• ALL RELIABLE EVIDENCES ARE AGAINST IT HOWEVER OUTSIDE THE
CREATIONIST COMMUNITY NO ONE WANTS TO SEE IT FOR WHAT IT IS.
• MOST OF THE PEOPLE WHO ACCEPTED IT DID SO TO PACIFY THEIR
CONCIOUSNESS, BESIDES, WHO WANTS TO SWIM AGAINST THE FLOW.
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REASONS WHY EVOLUTION IS
ELUSION
• AT THE BEGINNING MANY EVOLUTIONISTS ACCEPTED IT NOT TO
APPEAR IGNORANT (PEAR PRESSURE).
• IS TREATED AS FACT ALTHOUGH IT DOES NOT EVEN QUALIFY AS
THEORY.
• PERMEATES ALL EDUCATION, CULTURE, ENTERTAINMENT,
LITERATURE,. . CERTAINLY AS PART OF NEW WORLD ORDER.
• LET SEE VERY BRIEFLY WHY, WHEN, AND HOW IT CAME ABOUT
BEFORE WE JUMP INTO WHY IT IS DELUSION ☺.

WHY & WHEN IT CAME ABOUT
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REVOLUTIONS AND ANTI-MONARCHY

• 1795 James Hutton published
“The Theory of the Earth”
creating uniformitarianism
theory: Changes are extremely
slow therefore the earth must
be extremely old. THE
PRESENCE IS KEY TO THE PAST IN
STEAD OF THE PAST IS THE KEY TO
THE PRESENCE.
• 1830 Charles Lyell published
“Principles of Geology”
inventing geological column
• 1859 Darwin published “The
Origin of Species …” AND THE
GATES OF HELL BROKE OPEN

1750

1800

1850

1900

German
Revolution
1848
American
Revolution
1776
French
Revolution
1789

Italian
Revolution
1848
Spanish
Revolution
1823

Polish
Revolution
1831

LIE PROGRESSION
1750

Hutton’s book,
Theory of the
Earth,
published in
1795, made
people doubt
the earth was
6000 years old.

1800

Lyell’s book,
Principles of
Geology,
published in
1830, made
people doubt
the flood.

Darwin’s
book, The
Origin of
Species…,
published in
1859, made
people doubt
the Creator.

1850

17

1900

The next 50 years of godless
thinking led to humanism,
racism, communism, Nazism,
and plans for a New World
Order.

GEOLOGICAL
COLUMN?
• A Lawyer invents fictitious geology column.
• The audacity to put time scale in millions.
• A preacher decides each layer evolved into
the one on top of it because he saw different
sizes of peaks for a bird called Finch.
• All sciences followed the leaders from
cosmology and astronomy to anatomy and
anthropology and all in between.
• Despite all glaring evidence to the contrary
evolutionists dug their heels mostly out of
convenience & pear pressure.
• Unfortunately, most Churches raced to
twist the word of God and split hairs to
conform with science fear of being accused
of anti-science.
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
• James Hutton, Charles Lyell, and Darwin planted the doubt in the earth age, the
flood, and the creator, respectively.
• The history given in Genesis became subject to interpretation and many
Churches came up with theories to stretch the Bible reported earth age of 6000
years to allow for millions and billions of years by inventing the Gab, the DayAge, the Progressive Creation, the Theistic Evolution, the Local Flood theories,
and the Frame Work Hypothesis.
• Slowly but surely the school became the source of “science” and the Church
became the source of “spiritualties” and socialization.
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WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT THE EARTH AGE?20

Reference (contr0l + click): Earth age Biblical record chart
• God said “…, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely
die.”
• The death came only after Adan sinned. Therefor any animal or human fossil can not be
older than 6000 years (give & take).
• As a matter of fact the first killing was to cover Adam and Eve sin, done by God pointing
forward Jesus sacrifice on the cross to atone for my sins and yours’.
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HERE IS WHAT
EVOLUTION MEANS
1. Cosmic Evolution: The origin of Time, Space, and Matter,
i.e., the Big Bang.
2. Chemical Evolution:

i. Big bang supposedly produced Hydrogen and some Helium
ii. how did we get the 92 elements formed plus the synthetic one#?
iii. How the chemicals evolved?

3. Steller and planetary evolution. Origin of stars and planets.
i. No one has ever seen a star or planet forms, we see stars dying.
ii. Statistically a star dies every 26 years, in 20 billion years we should see
million of did stars, how come we see few hundreds only (perfect for 6000
years universe ☺)?
#)Do not appear in nature, AN=95-118

HERE IS WHAT EVOLUTION
MEANS CONTINUED
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4. Organic evolution: Origin of life.
i.

How did life come from none living material? Have never seen it

5. Macro evolution: Changing from one kind of animals to another
kind.
i. Never seen dog producing cat or mice.
ii. Even if it takes millions of years why you’ve never seen transitional
fossils?

6. Micro-evolution: Variations within kinds.
i.

Rational evolutionists believe in this, it is producing different species
from one kind, like different species of dogs or horses. It should be
called variations in stead of micro evolution because evolutionists try
to have free ride on it for the other none scientific kinds.
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EVOLUTION?

HOLMDEL BELL LABS CONTRIBUTED TO BIG
BANG FALLACY JUST 1 MILE AWAY FROM HERE 

• At Bell Labs in Holmdel, New Jersey, in
1964, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson
were experimenting with a
supersensitive, 6-meter (20 ft) horn
antenna originally built to detect radio
waves bounced off Echo balloon
satellites.
• They were trying to improve
communications with Apollo missions
instead they discovered what was
called “big bang echo”
• I think they gave up and removed it.
☺
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HERE IS WHAT CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
MEANS
• Big bang
supposedly
produced
Hydrogen and
some Helium
and very little
Lithium.
• How did we get
the 92 elements
formed plus the
synthetic
ones#?
• How did the
chemicals
evolve?
#Produced

through synthesis.
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MAGICALLY AND NOT MIRACULOUSLY GINORMOUS UNIVERSE OUT OF NOTHING
26
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EVOLUTION OF THE BIG BANG
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE BIG BANG
1. Fourteen Billion years ago all the matter of the world was concentrated in one very
dense, very hot spinning region, then

2. The region got infinitesimally smaller then exploded, a big bang, for some unknown
reason, then
3. All the matter spread faster than the speed of light, this is why the universe expands,
then

4. It will contract back into nothing after 80 Billion years, then,
5. Another big bang comes around, then
6. It happens every 80 billion years,
7. Not only matter will disappear but also space and time (as it was before the current
big bang),

8. NOTHING EXPLODED AND HERE WE ARE, WHAT A DELUSION LOGIC!
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MORE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE BIG BANG

• Big Bang goes 180o against first and second laws of
Thermodynamics. Einstein said, “Any theory must conform with
thermodynamic laws otherwise trash it” (rephrased).
I. What exploded? We don’t know!
II. Where it got the energy from? We don’t know!
III. Where the matter came from? We don’t know!
IV.Both evolution and creation are religions, the difference is that
evolution is tax-supported and creation is banned by the
government orders.
V. Many if not most scientists believe in evolution as a result of pear
pressure, nothing scientific about it was or will be proven.

MORE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE BIG BANG

VI. Where did the laws, e.g., gravity, inertia, centrifugal force,
thermodynamics laws, ..etc. come from? We don’t know! We
believe.
VII.Why Venus and Uranus rotate backward against the law of
Conservation of Angular Momentum? We don’t know!
VIII.WHY Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune have moons orbiting in
opposite direction? We don’t know!
IX. “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth” and
made these planets and moons rotate this way to make
evolution looks silly!
I. Evolution is therefore religion and not science.
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MORE EVOLUTION CRUNCHERS
• It is estimated that on the average a star dies every 26-30 years, if the universe is billions
of years old we should see hundreds of millions of dead stars, we see less than 300 only
consistent with 6000 years old universe.
• Incidentally, Universe = Uni (Greek for one or alone) + Verse (Greek for spoken sentence).
• Science books say: 4 billion years ago the earth was molten mass and cooled down
forming crust, was it? Polonium radio halo proves the opposite#. The Bible says the
”Spirit of the God moved upon the waters”, this means less than 212 o Fahrenheit.
#)Radio polonium halos: When the polonium decays it produces HE halos. If the rock
including the polonium was molten the halo would scape away immediately, they are still in
the rocks. All granite in the world contain these halos.
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MORE EVOLUTION CRUNCHERS
• Geologic column does not prove anything, it does not exist and
is man made. It was made up by a lawyer called Charly Lyell
in 1830. This was before any dating method was known
however he indexed it by fictitious tens/hundreds of millions of
years.
• Grand canyon was not carved by Colorado river over millions of
years, it was carved in very short time after the flood.
• Why there are no erosion between the grand canyon layers if
they sat there for millions of years between each other? These
layers were deposited very rabidly during the flood year.
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Justification by black hole
and anti matter and the
like ☺
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Why are the solar 8 (or 9)
planets so different from
each other and from the
sun?

See presentation #3 in this series “Big Bang or smoke screen (posted)“
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PLANETS DEFY ANGULAR
MOMENTUM
“We have some theories
about how the spin of Venus
may have been pulled into
sync with Earth.
Unfortunately, they don’t
really work, at least not yet.”
David Harry Grinspoon, Assistant Professor of
Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences, University
of Colorado, From “Venus Revealed”, 1997, p.
204 *
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Venus, Uranus and
possibly Pluto rotate
backwards from the
other 6 planets.

MOONS TOO DEFIES ANGULAR MOMENTUM
8 (or 9) of the 91 moons rotate
backwards.
Jupiter, Saturn and
Neptune have moons
orbiting in both
directions.
Astronomical Almanac for the
year 1989
(Wash. DC U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1989) p. E88

EVEN SOME GALAXIES SPIN BACKWARDS
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CREATION IS THE RIGHT WAY
TIME
SPACE
MATTER
“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.” Genesis 1:1

GOD TOLD IT ALL TO US, HE WAS THERE ☺, HE SPOKE IT INTO EXISTENCE.
We believe in another big bang too and you better get saved and ready for
it: “But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great (=big) noise (=bang), and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall
be burned up.” 2 Peter 3:10-13
Quotes from Creation Science Evanglism
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Typical
textbook
“tree of life”

Humans

Bacteria

This motor is
so tiny that 8
million of
them would fit
in the cross
section of an
average
human hair!

A hair from a bacteria is like a complex motor! It
rotates up to 100,000 rpm!
Y. Marariyama etal., “Very Fast Flagellar Rotation,” Nature, Vol. 371, 27 Oct. 1994, p.
752
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Amazing Flagellum
44

Please click on the picture to see the play button
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“HUMANS, BIRDS AND CROCODILES
HAVE A COMMON ANCESTOR…”
(HEATH BIOL 1991 P. 607)

Religious
speculation inside
this area!
Heath Biology 1991 p. 607

EVOLUTIONARY TREE OR
SPECIATION ORCHARDS?
Despite the clear evidence that all
the phyla existed right from the
beginning, School textbooks, college
programs, museums, culture and
magazines are saturated with
Evolution trees as undisputable fact.
It is scientific fraud to teach common
simple start and phyla branches
come out of it while

It is more like orchard
than a tree.
Reference:
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STEPHEN GOULD & THE TREE OF
LIFE
47

WHAT DOES
“INFERENCE”
HAVE TO DO
WITH
SCIENCE?

Reference:

genesis versus big bang creation
sequence

Genesis nailed it
right in 6 days:
1. Time, space, matter,
&Water.
2. Oceans.
3. Dry land then
planted it.
4. Sun & universe.
5. Fish & birds
6. Animals, Adam &
eve.
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LET’S TALK A LITTLE ABOUT THE
MECHANISM OF EVOLUTION
“Biological” Evolution:
• Oceans formed as it rained on the rocks
for millions of years.
• Swirling in the oceans is a bubbling
broth of complex chemicals.
• Progress from complex organic
chemical soup to living cell is very slow,
it never happened this is how slow it is ☺.
• Living cell evolved to simple organism
which evolved to complex organism
which evolved to animals and plants
which evolved to today’s creatures and
us as shown in the geological column
few slides later.
• The evolution was and still uncontrolled
haphazard blind heartless unconscious
mindless mutations and natural
selection.

• Miller and Urey experiment
(Glenco Biology 1994
p.325)
• Textbooks say in 1950 took
earth primitive
atmosphere.
• PTO
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LET’S TALK A LITTLE ABOUT THE
MECHANISM OF EVOLUTION
1. He “did add evidence to the theory that life could have started by itself on the
primitive earth” (nothing can be further from truth).
2. Methane, ammonia, water vapor, & hydrogen. No oxygen which, was richer,
because it would oxidize the amino acid immediately and fail the trial.

3. Without oxygen ammonia could not exist, it would be destroyed by UV light which
must be blocked by ozone which is oxygen (catch 22). Oxygen was 50% more at
that time as shown in the air bubbles trapped in oldest rocks
4. Textbooks say the experiment produced mixture of rich amino acid. Wrong, it was
85% tar, 13% carboxylic acid, (both toxic to life), 2% amino acid.
5. Mostly 2 amino acids were produced, 20 different ones needed for life.

PTO
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LET’S TALK A LITTLE ABOUT THE
MECHANISM OF EVOLUTION
6. Urey filtered the product continually otherwise the spark would ruin it; you
can’t have such protection in the nature.
7. You need hundreds of amino acids to make protein.
8. You need hundreds of protein to make living cell.
9. Living cell is more complex than space shuttle.
10. Half the protein were left-handed and half right-handed, protein use lefthanded only (except the DNA is right-handed)

11. The experiment was total failure unlike what evolutionists say.

GEOLOGICAL COLUMN: WISHFUL THINKING
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DARWIN KNEW IT
Over 150 years ago the
prophet of evolution had
the same question and
was hoping the
transitional fossils will be
found in the future. After
millions upon millions of
fossils not transition
whatsoever.

Reference:

NO SPACE FOR IMPROVEMENT
54

Yes Steve because
God gets it right
the first time.

Reference:
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SECRET CONFESSIONS
Our God made it right the first time,
He did not need to improve or
revise His creations.

Reference:

Some of the untold
evolutionists' confessions:

I THINK HE IS GETTING IT
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After discovering
millions and millions of
fossils still there are no
transitional fossils.
Admit it Steve, it is
creation and not
evolution.

Reference:

WHEN FOUNDATION IS FAKE
57

A time scale in hundreds
of millions of years
published by British
geologist Arthur Holmes
in 1913 and based on
uniformitarian paradigms
before any of the
radiometric dating
matured, if ever, and on
the belief that the fossils
in a certain layer are of
organisms evolved from
the layer below it. And if
this is not phony enough
it is used in circular
reasoning. Worse yet
the same column is still
being used
internationally for
researches and granting
thousands if not millions
Ph.D. degrees.

“If the foundations are destroyed, what can the righteous do?” Psalm 11:3

WHEN THE KIDS KNOW BETTER
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The ingenious design of God for the
living organisms uses living cells.
These living cells consist of data bank
(DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid all the
minute details to build the whole
body of the organism) plus numerous
nanomachines which utilizes the DNA
to perform all the living functions.
The DNA of any organism contains
the codes to build the needed
thousands of proteins by combining
the right mix and amount of some of
20 amino acids. These codes called
genes and each set of them make
chromosome. To produce the same
protein in several in more than one
organism all the of them will have the
same code. This led evolutionists to
erroneous conclusion that all these
organisms have common ancestor
instead of common designer.

Dog

Coyote

Wolf

Banana

Which one is not
like the others?

A child can tell
you

SPECIATION
• The offspring combines its physical characters from
the parents. Such as length, skin color, eyes color and
so on.
• For example a man and woman off spring take one
out of 1042 possible character (genes) combinations.
• Besides, the ingenious design of living organisms put
also in the organism amazing capability to adjust the
different characteristics (genes) to gain/enhance
traits to enable the organism to thrive in new
changed environment.
• These two capabilities changes in each generation
leading to different species of the same kind. They
can also be used by breeders to produce certain
characteristics like small dogs or hardy corn.
• The speciation happens in nature too assisted by
natural selection, like the cats family or dogs family.a
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SPECIATION SPELLS VARIATIONS (& V.V.)
• They produce the same
kind of animal or plant.
That is not evolution!
• The information of the
variation was already
present. No new
information is added.
The dogs do not
become pink or learn
to fly.
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FALSIFYING EVIDENCE
• Proven wrong evidence:
horse evolution was proven
false over 50 years ago
however still found in the
biology books.
• Many other false evidences
are dotting the biology
textbooks and should be
removed.
• If false evidences are
removed NONE will remain
to support the ailing theory.
• Eohippus>Mesohipos>Meryc
hippus>Equus

18 pairs
of ribs
Meet eater

15 pairs
of ribs

19 pairs
of ribs

18 pairs
of ribs
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GEOLOGY OUT OF THIN AIR
• 1779 Hutton’s book, Theory of the Earth,

published in 1795, made people doubt the
earth was 6000 years old.
• 1830 Lyell’s book, Principles of Geology,
published in 1830, made people doubt the
flood.
• Darwin’s book, The Origin of Species…,
published in 1859, made people doubt the
Creator.
• Thus uniformitarianism and millions of
years old earth were born.
• All Darwin’s reasoning is the finch’s
beaks varieties from island to island.

GRAND CANYON THE GRAND LIE
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• For Centuries, all geologists never doubted that it was formed by one global flood, Noah’s flood.
• Evidence is undisputable e.g.: Sediment layers laid like pancakes without erosion in between, canyon’s
wall has the same patina thickness top to bottom, falling stones at the bottom consistent with 4,500
years duration, Colorado River entry to the canyon is over 4,000 feet lower than canyon highest point,
Colorado river didn’t form delta in the Pacific Ocean meaning all the canyon was carved in very short
time (days or weeks), radiometric dating of all the layers shows they were laid the same time, ..etc.
• The Kaibab uplift caused cracks at the top in the still soft sedimentation layers. These cracks started a
spillway for the huge lake formed by the flood carving the Grand Canyon in weeks if not days.

• The purple are lakes would drain if the dam is broken.
• Just happened 1982 when Mount St. Hellen volcano erupted, the mud slide formed a 1:40 grand canyon
model in 3 days.

Mount St. Helens_ Young Earth Proof

Please click on the picture to see the play button
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GRAND CANYON THE
GRAND LIE
The
Grand
Canyon
is a spillway of a
levy
breach
of a
huge
lake
covering
several
states
formed
by the
Noah
flood.
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GRAND CANYON’S & ITS LAYERS
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• These layers are deposited
during & right after the
worldwide Noah flood within a
year.
• These layers are result of
hydrologic precipitation or
sorting.
• The layers are stacked like
pancake without any erosion
marks between them.
• The Kaibab uplift caused layers to bend without breaking, i.e., were soft and were formed in short
time. It caused fishers/cracks in top of the still soft layers which worked as levy breach for the huge
lake.
• Most of these layers extend throughout the US and Europe and many parts of the world.
• The canyon is made with lot of water in short time and not vice versa.
• The radiometric dates for volcanic rocks at Grand Canyon demonstrate that the first and last
sedimentary deposits of the canyon were laid about the same time.*
Ref: https://answersingenesis.org/geology/grand-canyon-facts/another-view-of-the-grand-canyon/
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1,000+ CUBIC MILE GONE
• The Grand Canyon volume estimated
at 1,100 cubic Miles of sediment.
• The tiny delta formed in the Gulf of
California, Isla Montague, may count
for 100 cubic Miles at most.
• The 1,000 cubic Miles of sediment were
flushed in the Gulf and beyond
indicating that the Colorado River
acted as spill way for a huge lake when
the levy broke likely due to fisher(s) or
crack(s) resulting from the Kaibab uplift
because all the sediments were flushed
due to the gushing waters.
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CAN ANYONE SEE THIS AND DOUBTS THAT THESE GRAND
CANYON HILLS ARE THE RESULT OF HYDRAULIC PRECIPITATION
DURING WORLDWIDE FLOOD

POLYSTRATE TREES FOSSILS EVIDENCE FOR
QUICK FOSSILIZATION & YOUNG EARTH
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Trees can’t stay standing upright unrotten and undisintegrated for thousands of years while coal
seams get formed the uniformitarian’s thousands of years. Coal is formed under pressure, heat, and moisture
in the labs in few days if not hours.

SPIRIT LAKE & GLIMPSE OF THE FLOOD
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These are the result of Mount Hellen eruption in 1982, a tiny rerun on
relatively minute scale of what Noah flood catastrophes did indeed.
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ORPHAN RADIO POLONIUM HALOS

• 218 Po half-life=3 minutes
• 214 Po half-life=.164 seconds
• 210 Po half-life=.164 seconds
• Existence of these halos is a proof the
granite was never molten so is the
earth crust.

ORPHAN POLONIUM HALOS
AS A CREATIONIST CLOCK
238U

Halo Cross section

Radiation
damage
halos in
biotite mica

•
•

218Po

half-life = 3 minutes

214Po

half-life = 0.164 seconds

238U
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half-life = 4.5 billion years

Physicist Robert V. Gentry:
•

The granite samples in which these halos were found are
"primordial”,

•

The orphan halos observed are caused by radiation
decay of 218Po to 206Pd which takes milli seconds to
minutes.

•

218Po

•

Therefore 218Po must have leaked after it was created
BUT before it decayed to Pd for these orphan halos.

comes only from 238U, however these orphan halos
do show side by side to U-Pd decay halos which
supposedly takes billions of years to form.

This means the supposedly billions of years U-Po decay must have taken place in
just milli seconds to minutes POINTING clearly that the halftime of U-Po decay
during the flood was billions of times faster than the billion years measured now.
Therefore: 1)The earth is young because billions of years shrink to minutes.
2)the crust had never been molten otherwise we would find Lead without halos..

Ref: INSTANTANEOUS CREATION: Part I , Fingerprints of Creation , Geology – Polonium Evidence

POLONIUM HALOS AS A
CREATIONIST CLOCK
• Robert V. Gentry found that granite has only 3 halos:
210Po, 218Po & 214Po except for polluted granite which has
all the 238U 8 halos.
• It is important to keep in mind that the halo can only be
etched inside a solid rock—never inside a molten rock.
No marks of a halo can be made on magma or lava. The
granite would have had to be solid in order for the Po-218
halo to be etched onto it.
• Conclusion: The existence of polonium 218 halos reveals
that the granite of our earth—which is the major
foundation rock under all the continents of our planet—
all came into existence in a solid form in less than three
minutes because 218Po half life-time is just 3.05 minutes.
Reference: Fingerprints of Creation
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PARENT HALO

ORPHAN HALO

POLONIUM HALOS AS A
CREATIONIST CLOCK

STALACTITES & STALAGMITES
MILLIONS OF YEARS OR JUST A FEW THOUSANDS?

• Acids formed by organic decays
or by chemicals seeping from
underground oil dissolves the
limestone deposits to form
caverns.

• continually dissolved limestone
seeps through cracks into the
cavern.
• It drops hanging from ceiling
(Stalactites) or builds up sticking
out of ground (Stalagmites).

• This forms the colorful spikes.
• This does not need millions of years
to happen as this photo shows.
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STALACTITES & STALAGMITES
MILLIONS OF YEARS OR JUST A FEW THOUSANDS?
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STALACTITES & STALAGMITES
MILLIONS OF YEARS OR JUST A FEW THOUSANDS?
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STALACTITES & STALAGMITES
MILLIONS OF YEARS OR JUST A FEW THOUSANDS?
Fountain
started
early 1900’s
later down
the street.
Me-6’1”

100 year old flowstone formation in Thermopolis, Wyoming
Liberty Magazine, May/June 1993, page 24
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FEW CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION
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Woody picker tongue goes all the
way back in his head, comes around
above its left eyebrow, and goes out
of its left nostril. Any transition from
the normal birds to this one?

Thermites chew on woods and swallow it but
thermites can not digest it. There are little tiny
organism in its stomach which digest it for the
thermite. What one of them evolved first and
how it lived without the other? None of them
can live without the other!

Comparative anatomy provides further
evidence of evolution? Evidence of common
designer!

Science books say: 4 billion years ago it rained
on the rocks melting it causing soup which
formed living cell. One single cell is more
complex than space shuttle!

Biology books state: “The first living cell
emerged between 4-3.8 billion years ago”.
There is no record of such event

Those “evolved” living organisms must learn
how to reproduce more of themselves, why?
To compete for the food supply? Why not
evolve to live eternally?

MORE CHALLENGES FOR EVOLUTION

Early 1950s Urey Miller mixed methane, ammonia, water
vapor, and hydrogen and subject them to electric
sparks assuming this is the conditions on the earth 4
billion years ago. He produced traces of amino acids
(2%) + gawky substance. Science books says he
proved life can start by itself, problems:
i.
NEGLECTING Oxygen which was abundant, it
would oxidize any living material.
ii.
He used ammonia, ammonia is destroyed
quickly by UV light which is absorbed by
Ozone, so you have ammonia you must have
oxygen.
iii. He produced 85% tar and 13% carboxylic
acid both are toxic for life.
iv. He produced few amino acid, life requires 20
kinds.
v.
Smallest proteins require 70-100 amino acids
in precise order all left-handed
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Those “evolved” living
organisms must learn how to
reproduce more of
themselves, why? To
compete for the food supply?
Why not evolve to live
eternally?

How male and female
evolved?

IS RADIOMETRIC DATING ACCURATE?

Just few
samples of
UNRELIABLE
radiometric
ages of
known
rocks.
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IS RADIOMETRIC DATING
ACCURATE?

Reference: A Pocket Guide To A Young Earth, Pages 25, 80; Answers In Genesis
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BLOOD & SOFT TISSUES IN FOSSILS
Organic material under
best preserving conditions
may survive few thousand
year. Will we believe they
can survive hundreds of
millions of years
unpreserved and subject
to all disintegrating
factors? These dinosaurs
were created the same
day human was created
and they lived together
and survived the
worldwide flood on the
Ark. After the flood some
of them became
carnivorous and human
got rid of them for
protection. The rest were
extinct due to drastic
environment changes.
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Dinosaur blood & soft tissues

Summary of technical and other reports describing original soft tissue fossils that
came from a variety of unique fossil sites around the world.
Continued pto

BLOOD & SOFT TISSUES IN FOSSILS
They were mentioned in
many Bible verses
mentioning dragons and
huge strong animals such
as: 7. Job 41:1-11, 4. Ezekiel
32:1-2 ”…, yet you are like
the big dragon in the seas.
..”, 3. Job 40:15-24, 4. Ezekiel
32:1-2, 5. Ezekiel 29:2-3,
6. Isaiah 51:8-9, 8. Isaiah
27:1, “..Leviathan the
fleeing serpent..”, 9. Psalm
104:24-26, 10. Psalm 74:1215. Most certainly these
verses were inspired to
prophets familiar with these
creatures. Christian
traditions mentioned them
so do countless different
folks legends. Besides, we
have fossils of human and
dinosaur’s footprint
together.
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St. George slaying a dragon

Summary of technical and other reports describing original soft tissue fossils that
came from a variety of unique fossil sites around the world.
Continued pto

Human & dinosaur footprint

C14 TESTING RESULTS FOR SOME DINOSAUR
FOSSILS
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Summary of technical and other reports describing original soft tissue fossils that
came from a variety of unique fossil sites around the world.
More References: Implications for Radiocarbon (C-14) Ages for Dinosaurs

MORE C14 TESTING RESULTS FOR SOME
DINOSAUR FOSSILS

Reference: Carbon-14-dated dinosaur bones are less than 40,000 years old

MORE C14 TESTING RESULTS FOR SOME
DINOSAUR FOSSILS

Reference: Carbon-14-dated dinosaur bones are less than 40,000 years old
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MORE C14 TESTING RESULTS FOR SOME
DINOSAUR FOSSILS

Reference: Carbon-14-dated dinosaur bones are less than 40,000 years old
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MENTIONED AGES, DID
YOU HEAR THIS ONE?
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OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE
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DARWIN’S WISHFUL THINKING!
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HERE HE GOES AGAIN!
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A GURU ADMITS IT
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GOULD ADMITS IT AGAIN
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IS HE SERIOUS?
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SPECIATION IS NOT EVOLUTION
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PRE-CAMBRIAN HUMANS?

Reference: Pre-Cambrian human’s sandals print fossil stepping on a triplite
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PRE-CAMBRIAN HUMANS?

Reference: Pre-Cambrian human’s cup found inside a chunk of coal
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PRE-CAMBRIAN HUMANS?

Reference: Pre-Cambrian human’s hummer, very high metallurgical iron
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Why
evolut
ion is
stupid

M
O
V
I
E
T
I
M
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LITTLE COSMOLOGY
• Earth speed: 805,547 +/- 44,748 Miles/Hr.
• “If the earth is dashing through the space at a
speed over half million Miles per hour and none is
in control, we are in big trouble. *” In a Russian
astronaut speech, rephrased.
• It is either someone in control or some law giver
put the laws which is in control.
• Now think of our Milky way galaxy which contains
hundreds of billion stars like the sun moreover the
hundreds of billions of other galaxies all dashing
gracefully under His control and we haven’t
heard of two stars colliding.

• Let alone He spoke all these galaxies into
existence.

Reference: How fast is the Earth moving with respect to the rest of the universe?

Reference: How Earth Moves?

Won’t you agree He must have the attributes: Omnibenevolence, Omnipotence, Omnipresence, Omniscience, Oneness,
Providence, Righteousness,, and He deserves our full submission, praise, and worship?
(He also have the attributes: Aseity, Eternity, Graciousness, Holiness, Immanence, Immutability, Impassibility, Impeccability,
Incorporeality, Love, Mission, Simplicity, Transcendence, Trinity, Veracity, Wrath)
Reference: Attributes of God in Christianity
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QUICK NOTES
Now that we dashed through several kinds of evidence
debunking evolution let’s recap:
• The evolution paradigm came as rebellion reaction
for Church and government tyranny in the middle
ages, not as scientific outcome.
• Geological and biological reasoning came from selfclaimed and not educated scientists.
• Geological column was fictitiously constructed by
uniformitarians only to support biological evolution
without consideration for hydraulic sorting and
before any aging process was matured.
• Evolution necessitates cosmic, chemical, stellar,
organic, macro, and micro evolution. ONLY micro
evolution can be tested and observed scientifically,
all others are unproved and cannot be proved
moreover make no sense because they are against
well-established scientific laws as laws of
thermodynamics.

• Virtually all observations (real science) are pointing
to young earth and universe, such as virtually all
solar system do not conform with big bang,
238Uranium & 218Polonium halos point to young earth.
• After uncovering millions of fossils never single real
transition between kinds was found.
• Even evolution gurus admit the tree of life and
geological column are just wishful thinking.
• The vast complexity of the simplest living cell
discredits organic evolution.
• The unrealistic assumptions of Yuri and Miller’s claim
of “creating life” in the lab are proof against the
claim itself.
• Admission of evolution gurus of finding all organisms’
kinds right in the Cambrian explosion and nothing
new since then talks for itself.

QUICK NOTES
• 1982 when Mount St. Hellen volcano eruption and
its formation of a 1:40 grand canyon model with
200 sedimental layers in 3 days is living proof
against Grand Canyon’s uniformitarian millions of
years age.
• Recent formation of large Stalactites &
Stalagmites in just few decades debunks
uniformitarian millions.
• Erroneous and unreliability of radiometric aging
processes were shown by young lava
measurements.

• Blood and soft tissues in dinosaur fossils cry out for
young age, so do the human and dinosaur joint
fossils.

• Christian traditions and numerous folk's legends of
heroes slaying dragons are undisputable proofs
they lived together. So do many ancient
artifacts.
• So do numerous verses in the Holy Bible.

• All of these, and a lot more, lead numerous
scientists many of them were evolutionists to
dissent from evolution as next slides show.
• We are giving you these proofs to protect you
from the nihilistic culture around us.

IT IS YOUR CHOICE
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DOES TIME REALLY
HELP?
Sue at 1
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DOES TIME REALLY
HELP?
Sue at 20

DOES TIME REALLY
HELP?
Sue at 90
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DOES TIME REALLY
HELP?
Sue at 3000

Total Disorder !

SNIPPET OF MSU SYMPHONY

Please use control + left-mouse click on the link below
Please use CNTL + Left-mouse click on this link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XloMr-VJJqM
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CONCLUSION
1. Evolutionists consider creationists ignorant, stupid, insane or wicked
2. Evolution came as result of three books: “Theory of the Earth” which made
people doubt the Biblical earth age of 6000 years, “Principles of Geology”
which made people doubt the flood, and “Origin of Species” which made
people doubt the creator
3. It was widely accepted at the beginning because Europe was looking to
get rid of all authorities during the revolution age and because it releases
persons from the responsibility towards God
4. The evolution is widely accepted due to pear pressure and to go with the
flow
5. Evolution is taught erroneously as fact although it doesn’t even qualify as
theory
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CONCLUSION
6. Because evolution fostered godless thinking it led to humanism,
communism, Nazism, and new world order
7. Geological column was made by amateur who considered the fossils are
accurate indication for the earth layers they were found in. Moreover he
gave these layers names and millions of years period for each before even
any dating procedures were known
8. Later when dating processes were developed they were calibrated to give
the same dates listed in the geological column by James Lyell which
originally were in turn put arbitrarily under the influence of “the Theory of
the Earth” by James Hutton
9. Unfortunately the Church did not defend the Biblical authority, on the
contrary Church leaders raced to device theories to interpret the Biblical
record to match the science fear of being accused to be against the
science
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CONCLUSION
10. Slowly the school became the source of facts and the church became
source of spirituality and socialization
11. The Genesis record shows clearly the creation took 6 regular days about
6000 years ago. Each creation day is qualified by morning, evening, and a
sequence number. The age of the earth is given in form of “begat’s” and
history records allover the Old Testament.
12. Evolution permeated all sciences and it means:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cosmic evolution, the big bang; evolving everything from nothing
Chemical evolution; evolving all chemicals from Hydrogen and Helium
Steller & planetary evolution; forming the galaxies, stars, and planets
Organic evolution; originating life
Macro evolution; Changing living kind into another kind
Micro evolution; which gives different species from a kind.
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CONCLUSION
13. First five evolution can not be proven by scientific observations; testing,
probing, seeing, smelling, touching and repeating
14. These evolutions are not only in head collision with the Biblical teaching but
also contradicts most observations and well established laws. For example
the big bang theory contradicts first and second law of thermodynamic
and evolving life from none living contradicts the biology law
15. Very small number of dead stars, spiral galaxies, moon recession, earth
speed decrease, sun heat, ocean slat concentration, no new stars, ..etc.
all point to 6000 years young universe
16. The micro evolution is a misnomer, it has never been denied by creationists
and it comes from the incredible variability God put in His creatures to
produce offspring with different “characteristics and capabilities” for better
adapting with different environments; e.g., species of the same kind
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CONCLUSION
17. The sequence of the big bang is wrong in 15 out of 16 major creation
objects
18. Radio Polonium Halos proved without shadow of doubt that the earth was
created solid and not molten per the big bang theory
19. “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.” Genesis 1:1
shows how God created time, space, and matter
20. A bacteria cell is more complicated than the space shuttle
21. Miller and Urey experiment did not simulate accurately the early
atmosphere however it produced 85% tar, 13% carboxylic acid, (both toxic
to life), 2% amino acid, protein needs 20 half left and half right handed
(except the DNA is right handed)
22. The geology column is used circularly: strata is dated by fossils but fossils
date the strata accurately!
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CONCLUSION
23. Speciation is not creating new data, it just selects from existing data
24. Breeding (specialized/controlled speciation) loses the variability built in the
living organism
25. Most evidences used in school text books to prove evolution are proved
wrong: Ernest Hagel Embryology similarity, horse evolution, whales pelvic,
snake claws, ..
26. Similar limb bones of some living organisms indicates same designer
created them all
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CONCLUSION
• Evolutionists consider creationists ignorant, stupid, insane or wicked
• Evolution came as result of three books: “Theory of the Earth” which made
people doubt the Biblical earth age of 6000 years, “Principles of Geology”
which made people doubt the flood, and “Origin of Species” which made
people doubt the creator
• It was widely accepted at the beginning because Europe was looking to get
rid of all authorities during the revolution age and because it releaves
persons from the responsibility towards God
• The evolution is widely accepted due to pear pressure and to go with the
flow
• Evolution is taught erroneously as fact although it doesn’t even qualify as
theory
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CONCLUSION
• Because evolution fostered godless thinking it led to humanism, communism,
Nazism, and new world order
• Geological column was made by amateur who considered the fossils are
accurate indication for the earth layers they were found in, moreover he
gave these layers names and millions of years period for each before even
any dating procedures were known
• Later when dating processes were developed they were calibrated to give
the same dates listed in the geological column by James Lyell which
originally were in turn put arbitrarily under the influence of “the Theory of the
Earth” by James Hutton
• Unfortunately the Church did not defend the Biblical authority, on the
contrary Church leaders raced to device theories to interpret the Biblical
record to match the schience fera of being accused to be against the
science
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CONCLUSION
• Slowly the school became the source of facts and the church became
source of spirituality and socialization
• The Genesis record shows clearly the creation took 6 regular days about
6000 years ago
• Evolution permeated all sciences and it means:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cosmic evolution, the big bang; evolving everything from nothing
Chemical evolution; evolving all chemicals from Hydrogen and Helium
Steller & planetary evolution; forming the galaxies, stars, and planets
Organic evolution; originating life
Macro evolution; Changing living kind into another kind
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CONCLUSION
• First five evolution can not be proven by scientific observations; testing,
probing, seeing, smelling, touching and repeating
• These evolutions are not only in head collision with the Biblical teaching but
also contradicts most observations and well established laws. For example
the big bang theory contradicts first and second law of thermodynamic and
evolving life from none living contradicts the biology law
• Very small number of dead stars, spiral galaxies, moon recession, earth
speed decrease, sun heat, ocean slat concentration, no new stars, ..etc. all
point to 6000 years young universe
• The 6th evolution is a misnomer, it has never been denied by creationists and
it comes from the incredible variability God put in His creatures to produce
offspring with different “characteristics and capabilities” for better adapting
with different environments; e.g., species of the same kind
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CONCLUSION
• The sequence of the big bang is wrong in 15 out of 16 major creation objects
• Radio Polonium Halos proved without shadow of doubt that the earth was
created solid and not molten per the big bang theory
• “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.” Genesis 1:1
shows how God created time, space, and matter
• A bacteria cell is more complicated than the space shuttle
• Miller and Urey experiment did not simulate accurately the early atmosphere
however it produced 85% tar, 13% carboxylic acid, (both toxic to life), 2%
amino acid, protein needs 20 half left and half right handed (except the
DNA is right handed)
• The geology column is used circularly: strata is dated by fossils but fossils
date the strata accurately!
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CONCLUSION
• Speciation is not creating new data, it just selects from existing data
• Breeding (specialized/intended speciation) loses the variability built in the
living organism
• Most evidences used in school books to prove evolution are proved wrong:
Ernest Hagel Etymology similarity, horse evolution, whales pelvic, snake
claws, ..
• Similar limb bones of some living organisms,
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QUIZ
1. Explain how the revolution age late 18th to late 19th century led to
evolution
2. Why evolution led to humanism, racism, Nazism, Communism, & New
World Order
3. Give reasons for the wide acceptance of evolution
4. Discuss 3 evolution proofs and show how valid are they
5. Why evolution is taught at fact?
6. Who invented the geological column and what inspired him?
7. What is wrong with the geological column?
8. What wrong assumptions were used with the dating procedures?
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QUIZ
9.

WHAT WAS THE Church position facing the evolution and the millions of
years old earth?

10. What was the effect of the Church passivity on the Christians?
11. What is the Genesis account for creation time and how long ago was it?
12. What are the 6 foundations of the evolution?
13. Which of the evolution foundations are not provable and which are not
and why?
14. Give two cases of major collision of evolution and physical laws.
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QUIZ
15. Give cosmic proofs of young universe
16. What is the reason of the micro evolution foundation and is it a good
name for it?
17. Compare the big bang sequence to the creation record of Genesis
18. What is the importance of the Polonium Halos to earth creation (and
age)?
19. Explain how Genesis 1:1 shows how God created time, space, and matter
20. Give idea about the complexity of the bacteria cell
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QUIZ
21. What are the short comes in Miller and Urey experiment
22. What is the circular reasoning in using the geological column?
23. Why speciation should not be considered evolution?
24. What is lost during speciation?
25. Should we trust the evolution evidences in school text books?
26. What is your answer for the Similar limb bones of some living organisms

SIR KELVIN
AND THE AGE
OF THE EARTH
• The thermodynamic genius
who formulated in the 19th
century the first and second
law of thermodynamics did
not agree with evolutionists
on the age of the earth.

• Although his calculations put
it in millions, it was very short
for evolution to take place.
• Darwin stated “my theory
will collapse shamefully
because Lord Kelvin
estimated 50 millions years
only” (rephrased)
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